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The rise of ETFs…

• Few recent financial innovations have had 
the impact of ETFs

– More than 5,000 exchange-traded products, 
assets now exceeding those of hedge funds, etc.

• This “disruptive innovation” has had far 
reaching effects

– A more liquid, lower-cost alternative to mutual 
funds

– A vehicle to access unavailable asset classes

• In this paper we investigate another role – the 
expanded ability to hedge
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Industry ETFs

• We focus on the role of industry ETFs and 

how this innovation affects informed 

trading and the efficiency of the market.

– Innovations that facilitate risk-sharing can 

facilitate arbitrage trading (Allen and Gale 

[1994]; Dow [1998]; Simsek [2013])

– While futures or index ETFs can be used to 

hedge market risk, industry ETFs can better 

hedge industry risk
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Two initial facts

• Industry ETF are more likely to have large 

short interest than either non-industry 

ETFs or individual stocks

• Short interest on industry ETFs is not 

necessarily indicative of bad news.
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“long the stock /short the ETF”

• If informed traders use this strategy to 

profit from positive news, the short leg is 

the short sale of the industry ETF.

– A feasible strategy because Industry ETFs 

have relatively low shorting costs

• Hedge funds likely candidates to adopt 

this strategy, so we look at hedge fund 

holdings to capture the long leg of the 

strategy
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General approach
• Construct a long-short activity measure 

that captures simultaneous spikes in 

abnormal hedge fund holdings on an 

underlying stock and abnormal short 

interest in the stock’s parent industry ETF

• Focus on long-short activity prior to 

earnings announcements, on PEAD, and 

on how the inception of ETFs affects 

arbitrage risk.
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Main results

• We find that industry ETFs facilitate informed 
trading
– Long-short activity surges before positive 

earnings announcements; effects are stronger for 
stocks with high industry exposure

– Large ETF short interest predicts positive 
earnings surprises among underlying stocks

• We find that Industry ETFs improve market 
efficiency 

• We show important asset pricing effects
– changes in DSIR positively predict ETF returns 

and %DNAV
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A vast literature(s)

• Financial innovation –– Chen (1995); Duffie and 
Rahi (1995); Cong and Xu (2016); Madhavan 
(2016); Bhattacharya and O’Hara (2017)

• Empirical ETFs –– Ben-David et al (2014); 
Madhavan and Sobczyk (2015);Wermers and 
Xue (2015); Glosten et al (2017); Israeli et al 
(2017); Easley, et al (2018) 

• Short-selling –– Boehmer et al (2008); Diether et 
al (2009); Battalio and Shultz (2011);; Comerton-
Forde, et al (2016); Li and Zhu [2018]; Hwang et 
al (2019); Karmaziene and Sokolovski (2019).
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Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1

• If informed investors use a “long-the-stock/short-the-
ETF” strategy, then there are simultaneous spikes in 
hedge funds’ long positions on the stock and short 
interest in the stock’s parent ETF before the stock 
announces a positive SUE.

Hypothesis 1.a

• The relation between long-short activity and positive 
SUE is more pronounced among stocks with high 
industry risk exposure.

Hypothesis 2 

• If the industry ETF helps investors better trade on firm-
specific information, then we expect the industry ETF 
to reduce PEAD for its constituent stocks.
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Industry vs. non-industry ETFs

Short interest > 100% shares 
outstanding
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Long-short and earnings announcements

• For each stock-ETF pair, we define a 

dummy variable to be 1 if both abnormal 

hedge fund holdings of the stock and 

abnormal SIR of the ETF are above 80% 

percentile of the sample.

• We ran
𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦_𝐿𝑆𝑖,𝑠,𝑡
= 𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦_𝑃𝑜𝑠_𝑆𝑈𝐸𝑠,𝑡 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸

+ 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝐸 + 𝐸𝑇𝐹 𝐹𝐸 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑠,𝑡 ,
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Long-short and earnings announcements

• We ran
𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦_𝐿𝑆𝑖,𝑠,𝑡
= 𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦_𝑃𝑜𝑠_𝑆𝑈𝐸𝑠,𝑡 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸

+ 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝐸 + 𝐸𝑇𝐹 𝐹𝐸 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑠,𝑡 ,
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Dummy =1 if the stock’s 
standardized unexpected 
earnings are in the top 25% 
of earnings announcement 
sample 



Long-short before good news?
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But maybe not always..



Is the effect stronger for stocks 

with greater industry exposure?



Does industry ETF membership 

reduce PEAD?

Use a propensity matching score/ matched 

sample approach to control for membership 

differences

• We ran
𝐶𝐴𝑅 1, 𝑘 𝑠,𝑡 = 𝛽1𝑆𝑈𝐸𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠,𝑡 +

𝛽3𝑆𝑈𝐸𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠,𝑡 × 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠,𝑡 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝐸 +

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝐸 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐹𝐸 + 𝜖𝑠,𝑡 ,
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Is this effect due to the ETF?

• A diff-in-diff approach to look at L-S activity 
around earnings announcements  in the 
two year window around ETF inception

– Assign member stocks into treatment (high 
industry exposure) and control groups (lower 
industry exposure). We create a pseudo-ETF 
to capture before period

– Control and target groups have similar PEAD 
reaction in the year before ETF inception but 
very different after – big reductions in High 
PEAD



Arbitrage risk

• Arbitrage risk measures the extent a stock’ 
return variation can be hedged by 
substitute stocks.   (seeWurgler and 
Zhuravskaya (2002)

– For each stock, pick three closest substitutes

– Conduct diff-in-diff on residual variance before 
and after ETF inception

Result – Inception of IETF leads to a 
meaningful reduction in arbitrage risk, and it 
greater for pair stocks with higher shorting 
costs.
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Predicable returns 

and IETF short interest

• We have shown that:

– Industry ETFs have greater extreme short interest 

than other ETFs

– This larger short interest is due to hedging (non-crisis)

• “long the stock/short the ETF” strategy

• One asset pricing implication:

Extreme short interest should create a temporary price 

impact in the IETF –– leading to predictable IETF 

returns
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• We construct a long-short portfolio based 

on  3 IETF monthly DSIR portfolios

– We long the ETF in highest one and short the 

ETF in the lowest one.

• Applying a similar approach to stocks 

results in a negative 40 basis pt return
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Short interest and future returns
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Improving return predictability

• Is return predictability higher if hedge fund 

holdings increase contemporaneously with 

the increase in short selling?

– Define 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝐴𝐻𝐹𝑖,𝑡 to be the number of 

underlying stocks with positive abnormal 

hedge funds holdings at month 𝑡 divided by 

the total number of members in ETF 𝑖. 
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Conditional results
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Portfolios 
sorted by 
DSIR and a 
measure of 
hedge fund 
abnormal 
holdings in 
the stock



Fama - MacBeth Regressions
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Stock level predictability
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Stock level predictability
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Conclusions
• Industry ETFs appear to be a valuable innovation by 

facilitating the hedging of industry risk

– Our paper provides strong evidence of industry ETFs 

enabling the “long the stock/short the industry ETF”

strategy

• Short interest in industry ETFs is a different animal 

than short interest in stocks and even other ETFs

• It appears to be implemented by hedge funds

• It makes the market more informationally efficient

• It results in return predictability
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